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on the subject of factions, there are now three: the us, the ussr and the wehrmacht. additionally,
there are two allied commanders, and three german commanders, some of whom come with their
own special abilities. finally, there are the troops. the us forces are mostly ww2 veterans, while the
soviets and germans have a more.. limited experience. those can be supplemented by the unique

special forces units you're given at the beginning of each mission, or the new vehicle forces as your
company levels up. the skirmish option is still in the game, but it's been toned down significantly.

there's more to skirmish than simply fighting your way through a map, now. each mission can have
its own unique objectives that the ai will have to tackle. the ai will have their own kind of personality
as well. some of them will be a lot more cunning than others. in the original company of heroes, the

ai were pretty much no-brainers. there was no reason to change your strategy or tactics for each
mission. skirmish is now more of a challenge, and a fun one at that. it was reported in november

2014 that a new version of company of heroes 2 is in development. i began to wonder what lies in
store for us as i have grown sick of the wait for new content. so how does the new version look? new

units? new scenario? or a complete overhaul of the game, like in the original company of heroes
release? currently, there is no news on whether or not there will be new content. in the multiplayer
of company of heroes 2, you will get access to two armies: the red army (sov) and the wehrmacht
ostheer (ger). the campaign will be a single-player experience with the added bonus of the choose

your own adventure element. the events in the game can vary from minor skirmishes to major
battles.
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its day one release added 40 single-player missions from the eastern front, as well as a handful of
new missions for the first expansion, point men. the full release of day two included all of the new

content, along with the previously released upgrades to the ai (lieutenant. let me know if any of the
below help at all. the enemy uses the same tactics as always but you have the added option of using

a stratagem. win all of the single player missions at the beginning of the game and you get the
"exceptional record" badge on your profile and the additional game mode. i chose "win" for both the
1st and 2nd medal but left the 3rd as "normal" and that should be your win %. ~50% win rate is do-
able but it is extremely difficult at the later stages of the game, i made it around the 60-80% mark.
the battle was fought between polish and us forces, with the us eventually prevailing, but the polish

army managed to achieve a partial victory in the form of a highway running between two of the
american objectives, which were then fought over by the two armies. the troops fighting for the us,
known as the 101st airborne division, had taken heavy losses in the battle, but they were also able

to drive the germans back, as well as save the large bridge in the background, which earned them a
small advantage in the defence of the city. this bridge would play a key role in future engagements

as it allowed both sides to potentially reinforce their positions. for the germans this was a major
success, with their forces holding on for as long as they did for an entire week until they were

relieved by a fresh division of wehrmacht troops. 5ec8ef588b
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